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Slipping Out from Under
“My left thumb is identical to my right thumb
except for a small pink
callus below its joint,
permanently hardened
by the regular pressure of
my lower teeth. I am in
my 50s–writer, teacher,
wife, and mother of two
grown daughters– and I
still suck my thumb. The
left one, never the right; an
ingrained response, I know,
from my earliest days.
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response was often the same: “But
what about your mother? Where
was she?”

The fall that our writing group
started meeting, my father was
declining into the morass of Alzheimer’s disease. Over five years our
family had watched him slowly
disappear. I talked to my mother
on the telephone almost every day,
and traveled regularly to Washington, D.C., to visit. Sometimes she
cried, from exhaustion or despair.
But the more lost my father
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